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A nonlinear dynamic model and propulsion controller are developed for a small-scale
turbofan engine. The small-scale turbofan engine is based on the Price Induction company’s
DGEN 380, one of the few turbofan engines targeted for the personal light jet category.
Comparisons of the nonlinear dynamic turbofan engine model to actual DGEN 380 engine
test data and a Price Induction simulation are provided. During engine transients, the
nonlinear model typically agrees within 10% error, even though the nonlinear model was
developed from limited available engine data. A gain scheduled proportional integral low
speed shaft controller with limiter safety logic is created to replicate the baseline DGEN
380 controller. The new controller provides desired gain and phase margins and is verified
to meet Federal Aviation Administration transient propulsion system requirements. In
understanding benefits, there is a need to move beyond simulation for the demonstration of
advanced control architectures and technologies by using real-time systems and hardware.
The small-scale DGEN 380 provides a cost effective means to accomplish advanced controls
testing on a relevant turbofan engine platform.

Nomenclature

A State system matrix
B Input system matrix
C Output system matrix
D Feed through system matrix
I Inertia
J Jacobian
Nc Corrected speed (either spool)
FN Engine net thrust
Wc Corrected flow
Wf Fuel flow, lb/s or % full value
NH High pressure shaft rotational speed, rpm
NL Low pressure shaft rotational speed, rpm

PR Pressure Ratio
Ps3 High pressure compressor static discharge pressure
T4 Combustor exit temperature
Wf Fuel flow
s Denotes scalar quantity
u Actuator command vector
x State vector
y Measured outputs vector
η Efficiency
k Operating point index
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I. Introduction

Many advanced control algorithms have been applied to commercial turbofan engines; however, these
studies have largely been conducted in a simulation-only environment. They are “paper” models that

cannot be adequately tested for real-world conditions.1–9 To alleviate this issue, NASA has recently acquired
the Price Induction DGEN 380 engine and built around it the DGEN Aero-propulsion Research Turbofan
(DART) facility. This facility enables aero-propulsion technology studies at the system level to be examined
on a relevant platform and move beyond the typical simulation system studies. The work presented here pro-
vides a baseline control architecture applied to a nonlinear dynamic simulation representative of the DGEN
380 engine. This baseline nonlinear dynamic model will enable comparison testing of advanced controls in
the DART facility to improve upon the technology readiness level of previous simulation studies.10–12

The DGEN family of engines are small, dual spool, high-bypass, geared turbofan engines used in several
system level technology studies.13–16 A cut out side view of the DGEN 380 engine is shown in Fig. 1.17 The
small-scale nature of the engine provides a means for hardware testing of a turbofan engine at a modest cost.
Prior to the engine purchase, and the building of the DART facility at NASA, an engine test was performed
to acquire data and enable a preliminary noise study.18,19

Figure 1: The Price Induction DGEN 380 small
scale turbofan engine.20

Figure 2: The Price Induction WESTT CS/BV
Virtual Engine Test Bench.13

This initial engine test and the subsequent DART facility can only accommodate ground testing. To
overcome this restriction and explore the full flight envelope of the DGEN 380, the WESTT CS/BV virtual
engine test bench, also developed by Price Induction, is used for comparisons. The WESTT test bench is a
multipurpose test bench modeled after the DGEN 380 engine system, employing a linear parameter varying
(LPV) simulation including the engine control unit. The WESTT CS/BV simulation test bench, shown
in Fig. 2, is targeted for practical education and research. The LPV model can improve accuracy across
the flight envelope over a linear point model; however, for advanced engine controls to be implemented,
a nonlinear physics-based engine model is desired. This type of model can capture the primary dynamic
response across all operating conditions, and provide insight for off design conditions. The motivation for
the work presented in this paper is to develop a suitable nonlinear engine model that can support advanced
control studies.

To enable controls design, even while lacking important engine data such as component performance
maps, a nonlinear model is developed using the Toolbox for the Modeling and Analysis of Thermodynamic
Systems (T-MATS).21 The development of the engine model, prior to having all of the desired engine data,
provides a means for control algorithm development prior to the completion of the new DART facility. A
baseline gain scheduled proportional integral low pressure shaft speed controller is developed with limiter
safety logic. The controller provides desired gain and phase margins and is tested to meet Federal Aviation
Administration transient propulsion system requirements. This baseline controller will serve as a comparison
algorithm to future advanced control studies.

This paper provides an overview of the DGEN 380 engine and discusses a method for developing the
DGEN 380 engine nonlinear model from limited available engine data. The nonlinear model is then used
for the development of a baseline controller with limit logic to ensure safe operation. Results are presented
for modeling accuracy regarding stability margins of the controller and the controlled dynamic response
of the engine relative to actual engine test data and the simulation from the manufacturer’s WESTT test
bench. Finally, conclusion of the propulsion controls development for the small scale DGEN 380 engine are
presented.
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II. DGEN 380 Engine Overview

The DGEN family of engines are small, dual spool, high-bypass, geared turbofan engines manufactured
by Price Induction. These engines are intended for personal light jets, which are defined as 4 to 6 seat
aircraft with a maximum take-off weight between 3,638 lb (1650 kg) to 4,740 lb (2150 kg). The notional
aircraft operates at altitudes around 10,000 ft with a maximum ceiling of 25,000 ft and at speeds less than
250 ktas. This section will provide information on the DGEN 380 engine and the Price Induction WESTT
test bench simulation.

A. Engine Hardware

The DGEN 380 engine contains four primary turbo-machinery components. The high pressure turbine
(HPT) connects to the high pressure compressor (HPC) via the high speed shaft (HS). The low pressure
turbine (LPT) is connected to the low speed shaft (LS) and drives the fan via speed reducer gear box. In
this model, the fan is modeled as two individual components. The hub (FanHub), which is a booster to
the core flow, and the tip (FanTip) which provides the bypass flow that goes around the core of the engine.
Figure 3 contains the component designations and station numbers used in the model. The DGEN 380 has
a bypass ratio of 7.6 and features a geared turbofan with a 3.32 ratio that links the low pressure spool to
the fan spool. It operates at a cruise operating point of approximately 10,000 ft and 0.3 Mach.

Additional features of the turbofan engine of interest to controls model developer are the available sensors,
fuel flow actuator, bleed flow, and cooling flow. The sensors used in this study are the LS or low pressure
shaft speed (NL), the HS or high pressure shaft speed (NH), the compressor static pressure (Ps3), the fuel
flow (Wf ), and exhaust gas temperature (EGT , or T5). The fuel flow actuator is an electric design with a
bandwidth of approximately 6 Hz. The bleed and cooling flow are scheduled based on operating condition
and are not actively controlled.

Figure 3: DGEN 380 engine schematic with main turbomachinery
components. Figure 4: Picture of DGEN 380 engine

mounted in the DART facility.

The DART facility is housed within the Aero-Acoustic Propulsion Laboratory (AAPL) dome,22 a ground
engine test facility that is suitable for acoustic studies and future advanced control studies. The dome is
65 ft high and 130 ft in diameter, providing an anechoic testing environment for engine component research
and development. The DGEN380 engine is mounted on a mobile engine test stand. Acoustic wedges were
placed on the bed and back cab of the truck to minimize reflections. Figure 4 shows the DGEN 380 and
thrust stand in the AAPL. Data were acquired with the DGEN 380 engine operating over a NL range of
flight idle to full power.
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B. Price Induction Simulation - WESTT Test Bench

The Price Induction WESTT test bench is used to enable the development of a propulsion controller beyond
the ground test data to a full flight envelope. This is a simulation for the study of the DGEN 380 turbofan and
its control, shown in Fig. 2.13 The test bench uses flight-like controller hardware and an LPV engine model
running in real-time. The WESTT features a real time simulation of the engine performance data, dynamic
3D visualization of the engine, thermodynamic and aerodynamic graphical explorations, and the DGEN
control system with access to the engine regulation code. The test bench is also being used to integrate with
NASA-developed distributed engine control technologies.23 Data was obtained from the WESTT simulation
at several cruise operating points for comparisons to the developed nonlinear engine model. The WESTT
test bench provides simulation output for all of the available sensors on the DGEN 380 engine with the
addition of pressures, temperatures, and mass flow rates at all engine component locations. Without the use
of component performance maps the WESTT test bench does not provide operability margins such as HPC
stall margin.

III. DGEN 380 Nonlinear Model

A nonlinear dynamic model of the DGEN 380 engine is required for the development of advanced controls
algorithms that can then be tested in the DART facility. This type of model enables controls testing
in off design operation, the study of engine operability margins, and confidence for the controller design
prior to testing on hardware. The model developed for this study is using the Toolbox for the Modeling
and Analysis of Thermodynamic Systems (T-MATS).21 T-MATS is an open-source toolbox written and
developed for use in MATLAB/Simulink. T-MATS contains generic thermodynamic components and basic
control functions that can be combined with a variable input iterative solver and optimization algorithm
to create complex physics-based systems. One feature of T-MATS is the turbo-machinery block set, which
provides the developer tools required to create steady-state or dynamic turbo-machinery simulations. This
section will outline the development of the nonlinear dynamic DGEN 380 model and specific challenges in
developing such a model with limited data.

A. Toolbox for the Modeling and Analysis of Thermodynamic Systems

Figure 5: Generic fan map showing the operational-
line (dashed blue), surge (red), speed lines (black) and
R-lines (dashed grey).

For this model, the primary components are shown
in Fig. 3. Generic compressor blocks from the T-
MATS library are used for the fan hub, fan tip and
HPC components, while generic T-MATS turbine
blocks are used for the HPT and LPT. The individ-
ual turbo-machinery components are assumed to be
0-dimensional, where the component-level gas dy-
namics are not modeled. Internal component calcu-
lations contain a combination of physics based and
empirical models. Algebraic relations and compo-
nent maps are used to generate component or system
steady state solutions at specific operating points.
For example, compressor efficiency (η), corrected
mass flow (WR), and pressure ratio (PR) are de-
termined from the compressor map as functions of
corrected shaft speed (Nc) and R-line, where R-line
is a uniquely defined line on the compressor map.
A generic illustration of a compressive component
performance map is shown in Fig. 5. Component
maps for the DGEN 380 engine are unavailable and
not part of the WESTT test bench. Consequently,
a generic set of component maps are used for all
the compressor and turbine components. The lack

of performance map data was the primary limitation of available data, and the scaling of generic maps is
discussed in greater detail in the subsequent subsection.
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The individual turbo-machinery components are connected such that the flow from the inlet (ambient
conditions) is connected to a splitter block that splits the flow into two paths. The bypass flow path
connects the branch flow output to the fan tip, while the core flow path is connected to the fan hub. Both
fan components (FanTip and FanHub) are connected to the LS through the T-MATS Gear Box block. The
gear box and LPT torques are summed to comprise the input to the LS. The HPC, HPT, and a generator
torque are summed to comprise the input torque to the HS, which computes the rotor accelerations. In
addition, a generator T-MATS block is included on the HS to represent the electrical component of the
DGEN 380 engine. The input to the generator block is the power demand (or source) at full power and the
HS speed. The power demand is approximately several kilo-Watts at full speed. The unbalanced torques
on the shafts provide the dominant dynamic response of the turbofan engine, where the shaft accelerations
(Ṅn) are calculated as shown in Eq. 1.

Ṅn =

∑
(τi)

2πI
(1)

To reach a balanced solution for the turbofan engine, T-MATS solvers are based around an iterative solver
that operates with information defined by a Jacobian calculator shown in Fig. 6. The rotor accelerations and
the flow errors from each component, including the nozzle, are inputs to the Jacobian calculator block. The
Jacobian calculator determines the independent variables; Rline for compressors, pressure ratio for turbines,
total flow for inlet, splitter ratio, and updated rotor speeds. The iterative solver makes use of the Newton-
Raphson (NR) method to step a plant toward a solution, a process described mathematically in Eq. 2, where
k is the step iteration number.

x(k + 1) = x(k) − f(x(k))

J
(2)

The Jacobian (J) is a linear map between the inputs (x) and outputs (f(x)) of a plant and is defined by
perturbing each x from its initial conditions (x(0)) to find the effect on f(x). A mathematical description
of the Jacobian is given in Eq. 3. For non-linear systems, the Jacobian is only valid in a neighborhood local
to the linearization point.

J =


∂f1
∂x1

. . . ∂f1
∂xn

...
. . .

...
∂fm
∂x1

. . . ∂fm
∂xn

 (3)

These two equations, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, represent the two main steps of operation in a T-MATS solver.
Initially, the Jacobian calculator component creates a linear representation of the plant at the current
operating point. This requires perturbing slightly, in turn, each input from its initial condition, recording
the results, and numerically determining the partial derivative of each output with respect to each input.
The Jacobian is built from these calculations, inverted, and provided to a NR solver. In the second step, the
NR solver steps toward a solution using the Jacobian developed in the first step. In T-MATS, the method
described above is used as the basis for a steady-state and a dynamic solver. Once the steady-state model
has been developed, the next step is to add in the shaft dynamics (inertias). The simulation is modified
to add additional layers to the model as shown in Fig. 6. The innermost layer is the component model
level, which is where the component level model is connected to the solver. The independent values (Rlines,
pressure ratios, total air flow, and splitter ratio) are obtained through the solver by driving component flow
errors to zero.

B. Modeling with Limited Engine Data

To reduce controller development time while waiting for engine characterization testing in the DART facility,
generic performance maps are used to initiate the nonlinear engine model development in T-MATS. These
component maps need to be correctly scaled/sized to fit the available engine data. In this case, the engine
data that the maps are scaled to come from the WESTT test bench simulation. For each component map,
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Figure 6: Diagram showing the various solver layers of the nonlinear engine model.

including both compressor and turbine types, there are four scalars calculated: flow (sWc), pressure ratio
(sPR), efficiency (sη), and rotor speed (sNc). The scalars can be calculated manually using the following
equations:

sWc =
Wc

Wc,map
(4)

sPR =
PR− 1

PRmap − 1
(5)

sη =
η

ηmap
(6)

sNc =
Nc

Nc,map
(7)

where the actual corrected air flow rate (Wc), pressure ratio (PR), efficiency (η) and corrected speeds (Nc)
are divided by the corresponding point on the component map (Wc,map, PRmap, ηmap, and Nc,map). In
addition to these components, a nozzle for both the core (attached to the output of the LPT) and bypass
flows (attached to the exit of the fan tip) are included. These inclusions require that the user provide the
exit area of each nozzle.

To tune the shaft inertias, a transient fuel flow signal is recorded from the WESTT CS/BV test bench
during which its engine model is operated at various flight conditions. The conditions of most interest are
takeoff and cruise. The fuel flow input is then applied to the T-MATS DGEN engine model and the resulting
shaft speeds are compared to the corresponding speeds obtained from the WESTT test bench. Subsequently,
the inertia values for each shaft are modified until a satisfactory match has been found.

IV. Controller Development

A baseline control architecture for a turbofan engine equipped with a full authority digital engine control
is shown in Fig. 7. Turbofan engine controllers are designed to regulate a measurable variable such as low
pressure shaft speed (NL), which is correlated with thrust.24 This is done since there is no on-board sensor
for thrust. The main interface between the pilot and the control system is the power lever angle (PLA)
or throttle, which is used by the controller logic to set a required NL command. The measured NL is
subtracted from the command set point to create an error signal that goes to the controller to determine a
fuel flow rate (Wf ). Protection logic limits the commanded fuel flow rate to provide safe operation of the
engine.25–29 Finally, the fuel flow signal is sent to the fuel metering valve. The feedback controller and limiters
are designed as gain scheduled proportional-integral (PI) control with integrator windup protection. The
controller development for the nonlinear T-MATS model is provided in the following subsections, starting
with the linearization of the nonlinear model to use classical control theory approaches, followed by an
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overview of the main fuel flow control, and then protection logic limiters.

Figure 7: Baseline full authority digital controller diagram with a min/max protection logic.

A. Piece-Wise Linear Model

The aircraft turbofan engine has to operate over a wide range of environmental conditions. The fact that the
engine behaves differently at different environmental conditions adds to the complexity of the control design.
One way of handling this complexity is to use gain scheduling,30–32 which takes advantage of interpolation in
order to transition between conditions. To develop this type of a controller the nonlinear model needs to be
linearized across the various operating conditions. This is typically done using either a piece-wise linear model
(PWLM) or an LPV model. The PWLM approach is used for this study. T-MATS handles the linearization
of the nonlinear model through the calculated Jacobian included in the engine model shown in Fig. 6. This
linearization block is used to develop linear models at user-specified operating points. Furthermore, a PWLM
of the engine is developed by executing the model at varying flight conditions and fuel flow inputs. The
linearization block perturbs the inputs and states of the model to develop the state space linear model of
the plant shown in Eq. 8.

ẋ = Akx+Bku

y = Ckx+Dku (8)

The PWLM for this study spans six altitude points from sea level to 10,000 ft, seven equally spaced
Mach number points from 0 to 0.33, and eight NL speeds from flight idle to maximum power culminating in
336 distinct linear state space models. These models are then linked together to approximate the nonlinear
model through a linear interpolation scheme.31

B. NL Speed Controller

A block diagram of the set point controller is shown in Fig. 8, where the primary control loop is closed on
NL. The gains KP and KI of the PI controller are scheduled based on altitude, Mach number, and the
PLA.33 This aids in producing a critically damped response at different power levels. The integrator term
contains an integral anti-wind-up protection scheme34 that includes the gain (IFB) as shown in Fig. 8. The
output of the controller, Wf Reg, is the controller’s desired fuel flow rate and Wf Cmd is the actual fuel flow
rate after the min/max protection logic at the last time step. For this study, the controller was designed
to achieve the typical bandwidth of the fuel pump actuator of 6 Hz with a constraint of producing a gain
margin of at least 6dB and a phase margin greater than 60 degrees. This was achieved while maintaining a
critically damped closed-loop response.

C. Protection Logic Limiter

For safety and operability, protection logic is used to regulate excessive transients and other operating limits
that could lead to stall or other engine failures, as shown in Fig. 7. This is done by monitoring sensed
parameters for the engine shafts’ acceleration, combustor pressure, maximum NL and high pressure shaft
speed (NH) speeds, and the ratio unit (RU), which is Wf over compressor discharge static pressure (Ps3).
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Figure 8: Gain scheduled set point controller block
diagram. Figure 9: Diagram of NL maximum speed limiter.

The acceleration of the engine shafts’ serves as a proxy for stall margin (SM) since there is no on-board sensor
for SM. The final Wf signal that is provided to the fuel metering valve is the outcome of a selection process
using a min/max approach. The controller architecture developed here is based on a modern controller
architecture for a commercial turbofan engine.35

The protection logic is designed to ensure that critical variables do not exceed their limits. Each limit
regulator is implemented as a PI controller, similar to the set point controller shown in Fig. 8. The main
difference here is that the PI gains are constant, not scheduled. The primary limiter is the maximum NL

speed limiter, as this will be the primary safety limiter for the DART facility. The purpose of this limiter is to
prevent an over speed condition that can cause conditions for excessive fatigue in the rotating components. A
diagram of the maximum NL limiter structure is shown in Fig. 9 and is very similar to the general structure
of all the other limiters used in this study. The max NL speed is a constant value, as are the controller gains
(Kp, Ki, and IFB). The output of the max NL speed controller is Wf .

V. Results

This section contains the comparison of the T-MATS nonlinear engine model against the data obtained
from the DGEN 380 hardware ground test and the WESTT test bench at cruise. Once the nonlinear model
fidelity is established, the PWLM control model is compared to the nonlinear model; the controller is designed
using the PWLM and presented to illustrate meeting the control margin objectives. Finally, the closed loop
response of the nonlinear engine model is presented.

A. Nonlinear Model Comparisons

An initial ground test of the DGEN 380 engine was conducted inside the AAPL prior to the completion of
the DART facility. Data from this test along with data from the WESTT simulation test bench is used for
comparison of the T-MATS nonlinear model at ground level. To assess the nonlinear model at cruise data
is used from across various power settings using the WESTT test bench.

1. DGEN 380 Engine Ground Test

An initial ground test of the DGEN 380 was conducted using a stair case transient step in the PLA starting
from a flight idle condition to full power. At the completion of the stair case steps a large deceleration
transient is conducted followed by a large acceleration transient. The engine data acquired during this test
was limited to that being used by the Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC). It should be noted
that the data presented was obtained during the initial check out test in the AAPL prior to the development
of the DART facility and the simulation comparison are open loop or without a controller. The rotational
shaft speeds are shown in Fig. 10, where the data is normalized by the maximum value of the corresponding
engine test data. For this test, the DGEN 380 is running a closed loop NL fuel flow controller; however, for
comparisons the fuel flow signal from the engine test is directly provided to the nonlinear T-MATS model
running open loop. In Fig. 10 (a) the normalized NL speed is shown in the top plot and the bottom plot
shows the percent error from the test data to simulation data. The blue solid line is the nonlinear T-MATS
model, the black dotted line is the engine test data, and the red dashed line is the WESTT test bench data.
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Figure 10: Transient response of the nonlinear T-MATS DGEN model compared to DGEN 380 engine test
data for rotational shaft speeds.

The NL response shown in Fig. 10 (a) is accurate during the smaller stair case transient maneuvers to
within a few percent. During the larger transient maneuvers of the engine the error grows, but is still in
general less than 10%. The largest error is during the deceleration, while the large acceleration transient
tracks well with the test data. The NH response shown in Fig. 10 (b) has very similar trends to the
response of NL. The NH response has less variation with the test data when compared to NL. Also, NL

has the largest difference with test data during the large deceleration transient. The WESTT test bench
and nonlinear engine model provide comparable modeling accuracy during the steady state and transient
portion of the engine test. Ps3 is another critical control parameter for the engine and comparison results
are shown in Fig. 11. Here, it can be seen that the nonlinear T-MATS model has a steady state offset
from the engine sensed parameter. The WESTT test bench model has a lower steady state error; however,
the nonlinear model has a lower error during transients. This is particularly noticeable during the large
deceleration transient, where the WESTT model initially tracks to a pressure drop and then experiences a
delay causing a larger deviation from the engine test data. The accuracy of the nonlinear model is sufficient
to be used for initial control design.
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Figure 11: Transient response of the nonlinear T-MATS DGEN model compared to DGEN 380 engine test
data for Ps3.
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2. WESTT Simulation Full Flight Envelope

In the previous subsection, it was shown that the WESTT test bench LPV model is accurate to within
10% of engine test data outside of the large transients. While it would be ideal to have engine test data at
altitude, the WESTT test bench provides a reasonable check on the fidelity of the nonlinear T-MATS model
beyond ground testing. This is particularly true for the cruise condition, where the transient maneuvers will
be significantly less than those during ground takeoff where the WESTT test bench experiences its greatest
errors. For the results presented, the closed loop WESTT test bench model is run at a cruise condition of
10,000 ft and Mach 0.33. The output fuel flow signal is used to set the fuel flow for the open-loop nonlinear
T-MATS engine model. The models are simulated at eight different fuel values to determine the fidelity of
the nonlinear model by comparing three metrics. First is the fan pressure ratio (FPR), which is the pressure
ratio across the fan component, fan exit pressure (P21) divided by inlet pressure (P2). Second, the overall
pressure ratio (OPR) that is the pressure ratio across the compressive components, HPC exit pressure (P3)
divided by P2. Third, the high pressure turbine inlet temperature (T4). Each of these metrics is shown as a
function of NL, scaled by the maximum speed setting in Fig. 12 (a), where the blue solid line is the nonlinear
T-MATS model and the red dashed line is the WESTT test bench data. The percent difference between the
T-MATS model and the WESTT test bench data is shown in Fig. 12 (b) to be within approximately 5%
across the power setting range. A general trend shown in Fig. 12 is that the models agree best at the higher
power settings (farthest to the right), with a greater difference at lower power.
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Figure 12: Steady-state comparison of the nonlinear T-MATS DGEN model to the Price Induction WESTT
virtual engine test bench for fan pressure ratio (FPR), overall pressure ratio (OPR), and T4 as a function
of NL speed shaft at cruise.

The comparison of the nonlinear T-MATS model to available test data at ground condition and simulation
data at cruise shows a good matching to generally within 10%. While the model was developed with limited
available data and lacking specific performance maps, the accuracy obtained is suitable for initial controller
development. Once the DART facility is fully operational, more engine test data can be obtained for a
rescaling of the current generic performance maps used in the nonlinear model, which will improve accuracy.

B. Nonlinear Model Comparisons to Piece Wise Linear Model

An accurate linear model is required for the baseline closed loop controller design for the nonlinear T-
MATS model. To account for the full flight envelope a PWLM model is created at 336 distinct operating
conditions across altitude, Mach number, and NL speed. To ensure that the linear model accurately reflects
the nonlinear model, a steady state and transient comparison of key control parameters of interest (NL,
NH , Ps3, EGT , Fn) are shown in Fig. 13. For the steady-state results shown in Fig. 13 (a), 1,000 random
operating conditions are simulated for both the nonlinear and PWLM models spanning the full operating
envelope. The blue line shows the steady state percent difference, and the red dashed line shows the mean
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percent difference across all 1,000 operating points. The steady state results shown in Fig. 13 (a) illustrate
that for most of the parameters of interest the mean error is less than 0.5%. The only outlier is the net
thrust, with a mean error of less than 1.5%. The transient comparison is shown in Fig. 13 (b), where 1,000
operating conditions are simulated with a 20% fuel flow step change. It should be noted that if the random
condition is near full power, the step change is limited to the maximum power of the engine. Transient
comparison data are obtained 0.1 seconds prior to the step change until the response settles to within one
percent of its final value. The transient response for the same parameters of interest from the steady state
results are shown in Fig. 13 (b), where the dashed red is the mean percent difference and blue is the maximum
percent difference. The mean for the transient results are across time for a single operating point simulation,
instead of across the final steady value across all operating points in the steady state plot. General trends
of the mean percent difference between the steady and transient simulations are similar to within a tenth of
a percent. For most of the parameters of interest, the maximum percent difference shown in Fig. 13 (b) is
less than 2%, where the largest errors are again in the net thrust.
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Figure 13: Nonlinear engine model comparisons to PWLM models across 1,000 random operating conditions,
the transient comparisons have a 20% fuel flow step change.

From the results last shown, the accuracy obtained for the PWLM was considered sufficient for initial
control design that follows. If there is a need for greater accuracy, the PWLM can be generated at a larger
number of operating conditions to reduce the nonlinear effects between linear operating points.

C. Controller Design

An engine controller architecture using NL feedback to modulate the fuel flow that includes limit logic for over
speeds, acceleration, and maximum temperatures is developed using the PWLM. The closed loop controller
uses a simple PI gain approach, where the goal of the controller design is to obtain KI and KP gains that
provide the desired gain margin of 6 dB and phase margin of 60 degrees for the closed loop system. For
the main fuel flow controller, the actuator dynamics are included in the design, but sensor noise is initially
neglected. At each operating point in the flight envelope that a state space system exists for the PWLM
an optimization is conducted to obtain the controller gains36 as shown in Fig. 14. The margins are shown
as a three dimensional color coded plot to illustrate changes in the margin across the flight envelope, where
red indicates less margin and blue indicates more margin. It is shown in Fig. 14 (a) that the desired 6 dB
is obtained across the full fight envelope, the lower value of the margin can be seen to tend towards high
NL speed values. This implies that at lower power settings the fuel flow controller has more gain margin.
The phase margin is shown in Fig. 14 (b), where the trend for the gain margin does not seem to hold. For
the controller designed in this study there is less variation in the phase margin across various operating
condition. In addition, the phase margin obtained exceeds the goal of maintaining at least 60 degrees.

The additional phase margin in the controller could be traded to increase the responsiveness of the
controlled parameter. However, there should be enough additional margin to account for PWLM inaccuracies,
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Figure 14: Controller gain and phase margin as applied to the PWLM with fuel valve actuator dynamics.

nonlinearities of the model or system the controller will be applied to, sensor noise, and disturbances. The
transient requirements of the turbofan engine are defined by a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
transient takeoff requirement.37 This is defined as going from flight idle to 95% power within five seconds.
Engine settling time for the closed loop PWLM engine response to a step change is shown in Fig. 15 with
the same general three dimensional plot format. A worst case settling time for the PWLM is shown to
be approximately 3.2 seconds, well within the FAA requirement. The general settling time trend shown in
Fig. 15 illustrates that at conditions closer to flight idle, such as low altitude, low Mach, and low NL speed
the settling time is longer. This makes intuitive sense, given the lower starting speed of the engine shafts it
will take longer to overcome inertia to speed up the turbofan engine.
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Figure 15: Closed loop control NL speed settling time to step change in the PWLM control model across
336 flight operating conditions.

D. Closed Loop Dynamic Response

The controller gains obtained from the design process on the PWLM are now applied to the nonlinear T-
MATS model to investigate the closed loop response of the baseline DGEN 380 model. This model contains
sensor noise and a PLA to NL set point function neglected in the PWLM. To illustrate the performance of
the limit logic, the engagement of the max NL limiter is shown in Fig. 16 due to a large fuel flow transient at
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five seconds. The top plot shows the NL response with the limiter (solid blue line) and without the limiter
(dashed teal line). A dashed red line indicates the limiter threshold, all values in the plot are normalized
by the NL,max value. The top plot of Fig. 16 shows the control limiter was able to protect the engine by
preventing the NL response from exceeding the over speed value the NL set point is commanding the engine
to follow. The bottom plot shows when the limiter is engaged. The integral windup protection produces a
smooth transition during the switch between the main fuel flow controller and max NL limit controller as
observed at 5.8 and 9.9 seconds.
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Figure 16: Engine control response to a large fuel
flow change that engages the NL max speed limiter,
The top plot shows the NL response with and with-
out the Nf,max limiter engaged and limit threshold.
response with and without the limiter. The bottom
plot shows when the limiter is engaged.

Figure 17: FAA turbofan engine transient require-
ment for going from flight idle to 95% power within
five seconds.

To ensure that the NL baseline controller as applied to the nonlinear T-MATS model meets the FAA
requirement37 threshold, a PLA command at the five second mark from flight idle to maximum power is
shown in the top plot of Fig. 17. All of the values shown are normalized such that zero represents a flight
idle condition and one is at maximum power. The top plot shows the resulting NL commanded set point
and NL response from the nonlinear model. The NL speed is correlated with the overall net thrust of the
engine shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 17. The dashed red line is the 95% maximum power threshold that
the FAA requires to be met within five seconds. The grey shaded portion of the plot indicates the duration
from the start of the transient to meeting the objective of the requirement and the green shaded portion
of the plot shows the additional time available to meet the requirement. Here the closed loop response of
the engine was able to meet the requirement within two seconds from the initial start of the transient. The
initial controller design for the DGEN 380 meets the desired five second transient response applied to the
nonlinear model.

VI. Conclusions

A nonlinear dynamic model and propulsion controller is developed for a small-scale turbofan engine.
The small-scale turbofan engine is modeled on the Price Induction company’s DGEN 380. This paper
contains information regarding the DGEN 380 engine and their test bench simulator, the WESTT CS/BV,
which represents the DGEN 380 and includes an engine control unit. Comparisons of the nonlinear dynamic
turbofan engine model to engine test data and the WESTT simulation are provided. During engine transients,
the nonlinear model typically agrees within 10% error, even though the nonlinear model was developed with
limited available engine data. A gain scheduled proportional integral low pressure shaft speed (NL) controller
is developed with limiter safety logic to reflect the baseline DGEN 380 controller. The controller provides
desired gain and phase margins and is tested to meet Federal Aviation Administration transient propulsion
system requirements. There is a need for demonstrating advanced control architectures and technologies
using real-time systems and hardware to move beyond showing benefits only in simulation. The small scale
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DGEN 380 provides a cost effective means to accomplish advanced controls testing on a relevant turbofan
engine platform. The propulsion controller developed here can provide a baseline from which future advanced
controller development can be compared. NASA has acquired a DGEN 380 engine and installed it in the
DGEN Aero-propulsion Research Turbofan (DART) facility. Further improvements to the baseline model
to enable better matching of key control parameters to the installed engine of the DART facility will be
achieved as more engine test data becomes available.
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